ABSTRACT Event extraction is useful for many practical applications, such as news summarization and information retrieval. However, the popular automatic context extraction (ACE) event extraction program only defines very limited and coarse event schemas, which may not be suitable for practical applications. FrameNet is a linguistic corpus that defines complete semantic frames and frame-to-frame relations. As frames in FrameNet share highly similar structures with event schemas in ACE and many frames actually express events, we propose to redefine the event schemas based on FrameNet. Specifically, we extract frames expressing event information from FrameNet and leverage the frame-to-frame relations to build a hierarchy of event schemas that are more fine-grained and have much wider coverage than ACE. Based on the new event schemas, we propose a joint event extraction approach that leverages the hierarchical structure of event schemas and frame-to-frame relations in FrameNet. The extensive experiments have verified the advantages of our hierarchical event schemas and the effectiveness of our event extraction model. We further apply the results of our event extraction model on news summarization. The results show that the summarization approach based on our event extraction model achieves significant better performance than several state-ofthe-art summarization approaches, which also demonstrates that the hierarchical event schemas and event extraction model are promising to be used in the practical applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
Events are things that happen or occur, and usually involve entities (people, time, place, etc.) as their properties. Understanding events based on their descriptions in text is essential for machine reading systems. It is also useful in many practical applications such as news summarization, information retrieval, question answering, knowledge base construction, etc.
As one of the main tasks in information extraction area, event extraction is to extract event information from text according to predefined event schemas. The event extraction programs in ACE 1 (Automatic Context Extraction) and ERE 2 (Entities, Relations and Events) are the main
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Biju Issac. 1 https://www.ldc.upenn.edu/collaborations/past-projects/ace 2 ERE is a lighter-weight version of ACE with similar event schema definition. We only discuss about the characteristic of ACE in the following, which also applies to ERE. event extraction programs in this area. An event in ACE is represented by an event trigger, an event type and a set of arguments with different roles. The goal of event extraction is to identify event triggers with specific types and arguments with specific roles. However, the event schemas defined in ACE may not be suitable for practical applications because of two major drawbacks: (1) Due to the limited number of pre-defined event schemas (only 8 types with 33 subtypes), the extraction results would miss much salient event information. For example, in Fig. 1 , the extraction results on the two example sentences only contain ''Attack'' events. Other salient events, such as events evoked by ''representing'', ''contradict'' and ''defend'', cannot be extracted, as there are no definitions and annotations for these event types; (2) Event schemas defined in ACE are quite coarse, which cannot distinguish different semantic phenomena. For example, all kinds of violent acts, such as street fights, rapes and wars, are treated as a single event type ''Attack'' in ACE. FrameNet [1] , [2] is a linguistic corpus containing considerable information about lexical and predicate-argument semantics in the form of frames. A frame in FrameNet is defined as a composition of a frame name, a set of Frame Elements (FEs) and a list of Lexical Units (LUs). A LU is a word or phrase that evokes the corresponding frame. FEs indicate the set of semantic roles associated with the frame. Most frames contain a set of exemplars with annotated LUs and FEs. Moreover, there are a set of labeled relations between frames and FEs, such as ''Inheritance'' (see Fig. 2 and Section II-B for details).
From the above definitions of events and frames, we can find that frames defined in FrameNet share highly similar structures with events in the ACE event extraction program. As shown in Fig. 2 , the LU of a frame plays a similar role as the trigger of an event. ACE defines the trigger of an event as the word or phrase that most clearly expresses the occurrence of an event. Analogously, the LU of a frame is also the word or phrase that is capable of indicating the occurrence of the expressed frame. Furthermore, the FEs of a frame also play similar roles as the argument roles of an event. Both FEs and argument roles indicate the semantic roles of participants involved in the corresponding frame or event.
Besides having similar structures as events, many frames in FrameNet actually express certain types of events in ACE. Table 1 shows some examples of mappings from frames in FrameNet to events in ACE. Most importantly, the FrameNet corpus defines complete semantic frames and thus has wider coverage compared to ACE.
Those observations motivate us to explore: (1) Can we build a hierarchy of event schemas that is more fine-grained and has wider coverage than ACE based on frames in FrameNet? (2) How to leverage the FrameNet structure, such as frame-to-frame relations, to build a more powerful event extraction model? (3) Whether the event extraction results FIGURE 2. An illustration of the hierarchical structure in FrameNet. S k under each LU is an exemplar annotated for it. Inheritance is a semantic relation between the frames Invading and Attack. This figure shows that frames in FrameNet share highly similar structures with events in ACE, and many frames actually express certain types of events. For the first question, we extract all frames in FrameNet that express events, and leverage the frame-to-frame relations to build a hierarchy of event schemas. Specifically, three types of frame-to-frame relations, including ''Inheritance'', ''Using'' and ''Subframe'' (defined in Section II-B), are used to determine the hierarchical relations between different event types, such as ''Invading'' is a subtype of ''Attack''. The frame-to-frame relations are also reserved as event-to-event relations. Moreover, the annotated dataset in FrameNet is used as training dataset for event extraction models.
For the second question, both global information such as event-to-event relations, and local features which are essential for event extraction (such as part-of-speech tags and dependency labels) should be properly utilized. A straightforward way is to represent all of them as features and feed them into a classifier. However, it is impossible to encode some global information (such as event-to-event relations) as simple features. To resolve this problem, we propose to encode global information as first-order logic formulas and model them using Markov Logic Network (MLN) [3] , [4] . However, it is difficult to model those sophisticated local features using MLN, as they are typically extremely high dimensional [5] , [6] . Therefore, we propose a joint event extraction approach which consists of two parts: the local part and the global part, as shown in Fig. 3 . Specifically, in the local part, we learn two classifiers that employ predominantly local features to generate initial judgments for event trigger extraction and argument extraction. Then, in the global part, we construct an MLN to encode global information and generate the final results through MLN-based inference.
For the third question, we implement a simple graphranking based unsupervised extractive approach to MultiDocument Summarization (MDS) by leveraging the event extraction results. Experiments show that the simple method can achieve significantly better performance compared with several state-of-the-art unsupervised extractive MDS methods. However, the same method with ACE-based event schemas and event extraction models achieves very poor performance, which demonstrates the advantages of our new hierarchical event schemas and event extraction model.
To sum up, the main contributions of this paper include: (1) This is the first work, to the best of our knowledge, to redefine event schemas that are much more fine-grained and have wider coverage based on the FrameNet corpus with considerations for practical applications (all the definitions for event schemas, event-to-event relations and the hierarchical structure of event schemas are released for future use by the NLP community 3 ); (2) We propose an effective joint event extraction approach based on MLN, which consists of the local part and the global part, to combine local (from texts) and global (from frameNet structure and texts) information for event extraction. (3) We verify that the event extraction results based on our event schemas and event extraction model can be used in news summarization. They are also promising to be used in other practical applications.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The background of the work is described in Section II. In Section III, we present the characteristics of our hierarchical event schemas in detail. Then our proposed local event extraction model and MLN-based global inference model are described in Sections IV and V, respectively. Section VI describes the experiments and the results. The application of our event schemas and event extraction model on news summarization 3 https://github.com/weili-ict/EventSchemasBasedOnFrameNet is presented in Section VII. Finally, Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND A. EVENT EXTRACTION TASK DESCRIPTION
In this paper, the event extraction task is the same as in ACE evaluation, where an event is defined as a specific occurrence involving participants. First, we introduce some terminology based on ACE to facilitate the understanding of this task:
• Entity: an object or a set of objects in one of the semantic categories of interests.
• Entity mention: a reference to an entity (typically, a noun phrase).
• Event trigger: the main word that most clearly expresses an event occurrence (typically, a verb or a noun).
• Event argument: an entity mention, temporal expression or value that is involved in an event (participants).
• Argument role: the relationship between an argument and the event in which it participates.
• Event type: the semantic type of an event, which has its own set of potential argument roles.
• Event mention: a phrase or sentence within which an event is described, including a trigger and arguments. Given a text document, an event extraction system should identify event triggers with specific event types and their arguments with specific argument roles. Fig. 1 has shown several examples of event extraction under the ACE evaluation.
B. FRAMENET STRUCTURE
The FrameNet corpus is a taxonomy of manually identified semantic frames for English. Fig. 2 shows the hierarchical structure of the FrameNet corpus. FrameNet 4 in total contains more than 1200 various frames and 13500 LUs with 202000 manually annotated exemplars. Eight types of relations are defined between frames in FrameNet, but we only use the following three of them because the others can't express hierarchical relations between frames: • Inheritance. Frame A inherits from frame B indicating that A corresponds to an equal or more specific fact about B. For example, ''invading'' inherits from ''attack''.
• SubFrame. Frame A is a subFrame of frame B indicating that B is a complex frame that refers to sequences of separate states and transitions, and A is one of them. For example, ''Committing_crime'' is a subFrame of ''Crime_scenario''.
• Using. Frame A and frame B are connected by this relation indicating that a part of the scene evoked by A refers to B. It is a directional relation, where B is usually more abstract than A (i.e., ''Abusing'' using ''Cause_harm''). Besides the relations between frames, there are also mapping relations between FEs of related frames. Fig. 4 shows the relations between frames ''Intentionally_act'', ''Intentionally_affect'', ''Attack'' and ''Invading'', and the mappings relations between their FEs (such as FE ''Assailant'' of frame ''Attack'' is mapped with both FE ''Invader'' of frame ''Invading'' and FE ''Agent'' of frame ''Intentionally_affect'').
C. RELATED WORK 1) EVENT EXTRACTION BASED ON ACE
Most of existing researches on event extraction are based on ACE-defined event schemas. Nearly all of them use supervised paradigm, which can be divided into two categories: feature-based methods and representation-based methods. The feature-based methods model the problem of event extraction as a classification task by using large volumes of features [7] , such as lexical features, syntactical features, external knowledges, etc. A set of global features, such as global evidence from related documents [8] , global features from other events and entities [9] - [11] , and clues between event triggers and arguments [12] , have been utilized to design joint event extraction models. Some global inference approaches have also been proposed to leverage both latent local and global information to improve the performance of event detection [13] .
The representation-based methods are more and more popular in these years. Both event mentions and arguments are first represented as low-dimensional embeddings, then fed into neural networks for classification. A dynamic multipooling convolution neural network model was first proposed to use distributed word representations for event extraction [14] . Event detection methods based on convolution neural network have been further studied by importing argument information [15] and domain information [16] . Later, event extraction methods based on Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) were further studied [17] . Recently, several joint neural models with attention mechanism were proposed to do jointly multiple events detection [18] and jointly multiple events extraction [19] . A novel dependency bridge recurrent neural network model was proposed for jointly event triggers and event arguments extraction [20] .
2) EVENT SCHEMA INDUCTION
Some open information extraction methods without predefined event schemas have been proposed. Unspecified event detection from social media has attracted great attention, such as event detection from Flickr data or twitter corpus through wavelet analysis [21] , [22] . Ritter et al. [23] propose an open domain event extraction method for twitter corpus based on topic inference model. However, the event definition is just a phrase or cluster of phrases, which cannot capture the argument semantics of an event mention. Huang et al. [24] propose a liberal event extraction framework to extract events and discover event schemas from input corpus automatically. However, the event schemas discovered automatically are unavoidably noisy and hard to be named correctly.
3) EVENT EXTRACTION BASED ON FRAMENET
Aguilar et al. [25] pointed out that all events, relations, and attributes that represented by ACE/ERE and TAC-KBP standards can be mapped to FrameNet representations through some adjustments. Liu et al. [26] propose to leverage FrameNet to improve automatic event detection. They proposed a PSL (Probabilistic Soft Logic) based global inference approach based on three hypotheses between frames and events. Furthermore, they also analyze the mappings from frames/LUs to event types. Liu et al. [27] also propose to extract salient events from documents based on event-evoking frames in FrameNet. Our work is inspired by the results of these work.
III. HIERARCHICAL EVENT SCHEMA CONSTRUCTION
As many frames in FrameNet actually express events, and the structure of frame in FrameNet is similar with event schema in ACE, we propose to build new event schemas based on FrameNet. Specifically, all frames expressing event information (in total 655) are extracted from FrameNet corpus, and the frame-to-frame relations ''Inheritance'', ''Subframe'' and ''Using'' are leveraged to build hierarchical event schemas, shown as in Fig. 5 (a) . The frame name are directly used as event type and their FEs are used as arguments roles, shown as in Fig. 5 (b) . For each frame in FrameNet, there are core FEs and non-core FEs, as shown in Fig. 4 . Core FEs are conceptually or syntactically necessary to the central meaning of the frame (analogous to the core arguments ARG0-ARG5 in PropBank). By contrast, non-core FEs loosely correspond to syntactic adjuncts and carry broadly applicable information such as time and place. In our event schema definition, we reserve all the core FEs and only some of the common non-core FEs such as Time and Place, as argument roles.
The frame-to-frame relations are also directly reserved as event-to-event relations. Moreover, the mapping relations between FEs are also used to build role mappings between event argument roles. We define the terminology of role mapping as following:
• Role mapping: the argument roles of related events are associated with each other. Mapped argument roles describe similar type of relations between arguments and events in which they participate. The mappings between argument roles are directly taken from mappings between FEs in FrameNet.
Among the 655 event schemas, there are 51 schemas expressing specific event scenarios, such as ''Employment_scenario'', ''Crime_scenario'' and ''Commerce_ scenario''. Each event scenario contains tens of sub-events, which are obtained from the hierarchical structure of event schemas. Fig. 6 illustrates parts of the event scenarios. We define the terminology of event scenario as following:
• Event scenario: each event scenario expresses an abstract event which consists of tens of sub-events describing related event information. In our event schema definition, the event scenarios are directly taken from specific frames (with ''_scenario'' in frame name) in FrameNet. We define that two events belong to the same event scenario if they are both sub-events of the same event scenario. Events belonging to the same event scenario all describe related information.
The advantages of our hierarchical event schemas 5 include:
1) It in total contains 655 well-defined event schemas. Based on our event schemas, we can extract more rich event information from text. For example, in part (c) of Fig. 5(a) ). Moreover, the hierarchical structure can be used for global inference in event extraction (Section V-B).
3) The relations between frames are directly used as relations between events. Also, the mappings between FEs are extracted to build role mappings between event argument roles (as shown in Fig. 5 (b) ). Both the eventto-event relations, the argument role mappings and the structure of event scenarios can be used to improve the performance of event extraction through global inference (Section V-B.1 and V-B.2). 4) The LUs of frames are also used as LUs of events, which are helpful for event trigger identification (see Section IV-A). The large manually annotated dataset in FrameNet can be directly used as training and evaluation data for event extraction. For example, the exemplar sentences shown in Fig. 2 can be directly used as annotations for event extraction.
IV. LOCAL EVENT EXTRACTION MODEL
The goal of event extraction is to detect event triggers, identify their corresponding event types, extract arguments for each event and identify their corresponding argument roles. Our local event extraction model consists of two parts:
(1) event trigger extraction; (2) event argument extraction. We model them by two discriminative log-linear models because of their ability in handling high-dimensional sparse features.
A. EVENT TRIGGER EXTRACTION
The task of event trigger extraction needs to identify all event triggers and classify their event types. The processes of trigger identification and classification are performed in a unified manner, which have been proved to be superior to being handled separately [28] . Specifically, a log-linear classification model is used to classify each trigger candidate into one of candidate event types (including a None class to differentiate non-event triggers). In our event schemas, both verbs and nouns can evoke events. Instead of treating all words as trigger candidates, we build a valid event lexical unit (LU) set by extracting all LUs that evoke event frames from FrameNet, including annotations in exemplars and full texts 6 . Then the event LU set is expanded by using synsets in WordNet and including all their morphological variants. When given a sentence, a word or phrase is considered as a trigger candidate if it is contained by the event LU set. For each trigger candidate, its candidate event types are restricted to those events that include the trigger candidate as a lexical unit. The simple method is able to cover 90.94% of the gold-standard event triggers in the test set. The trigger candidate extraction method not only reduces the label bias of the training data (most are non-event triggers), but also largely reduce the number of candidate event types for each trigger candidate (from 656 to about 10 on average).
For a given sentence X = x 1 , · · · , x n with candidate event triggers t = t 1 , · · · , t m , t i denotes the i th trigger word and t l i denotes its lemma. Let L denotes the event LU set, L f indicates the subset of event LU set which evokes a particular event type f . Let L l and L l f denote the lemmatized versions of L and L f . The set of candidate event types for t i is defined as F i = {f |∀f , t l i ∈ L l f }∪{None} (None indicates a non-event class). We seek a list of event types f = f 1 , · · · , f m for all target trigger words t = t 1 , · · · , t m .
For each trigger candidate t i , we aim to find the best event type from candidate event types F i by:
We use a log-linear model for the event type classification model:
where g indicates the feature vector for event type classification (described in Table 2 ) and θ denotes the corresponding feature weights. We discriminatively train the event type classification model by maximizing the following log-likelihood for training datasets < X (j) , t (j) , f (j) >:
6 Excluding the test set in Table 6 where d denotes the total number of annotated sentences in training dataset and m j indicates the number of targets in the sentence X (j) .
B. EVENT ARGUMENT EXTRACTION
Event arguments are entity mentions which play different roles in an event. Event argument extraction is to identify entity mentions that act as arguments, and classify their argument roles. In this work, we first extract all entity mentions from a sentence as argument candidates, then utilize a unified log-linear classification model to identify event arguments and classify their argument roles.
Given a sentence X = x 1 , · · · , x n , the set of target event triggers are denoted as t = t 1 , · · · , t m and the corresponding event types are denoted as f = f 1 , · · · , f m . For each event type f i , let R f i = {r 1 , · · · , r |R f i | } denotes its argument roles. We identify a set of entity mentions S that are argument candidates for filling any role r ∈ R f i . All noun phrases extracted from the sentence X are regarded as argument candidates. Texts are preprocessed by Stanford CoreNLP pipeline [31] . Entity mentions are extracted based on dependency parsing tree. For further details of the entity mention extraction, see our previous work [32] . The valid candidate arguments are restricted as the extracted entity mentions. It is able to cover 98.4% of the gold-standard argument mentions in the test set.
As fine-grained entity types play an important role in event extraction [11] , we further cluster all extracted entity mentions to obtain their fine-grained entity types (such as ''Army'' or ''President''). Similar with [13] , we first use WordNet [33] to generate descriptions of entity mentions. For a given entity mention, its related words, hypernyms and synonyms in WordNet are all used to describe it. Then we perform K-means clustering algorithm based on the generated descriptions for entity mentions. The number of clusters is set the same as in [13] . Finally, the indexes of clusters are used as the entity types of entity mentions. The fine-grained entity types are used as features for both the local event argument extraction model (see Table 3 ) and the global inference model (see Section V).
For each event trigger t i with event type f i and argument roles R f i = {r 1 , · · · , r |R f i | }, let A i denotes the mapping of entity mentions in S to argument roles in R f i = R f i ∪ None (None indicates a non-argument role, used to differentiate non-argument entity mentions). We identify the argument role of each entity mention s ∈ S by:
where A i (s) denotes the argument role of entity mention s.
We use a conditional log-linear model over candidate roles for each entity mention:
where h indicates the feature vector for argument role identification (described in Table 3 ) and ϑ denotes the corresponding feature weights. We train the argument identification model by maximizing the log-likelihood of training dataset X (j) , t (j) , f (j) , A (j) as following: (6) where A (j) i (s) indicates the annotated argument role for entity mention s.
V. GLOBAL INFERENCE MODEL
Our new event schemas contain many useful structural properties, including the hierarchical structure of event schemas, VOLUME 7, 2019 event-to-event relations, argument role mappings and event scenarios. These structural properties are useful global information for both event trigger identification and event argument identification. However, they are hard to be represented as simple features in the local event extraction model. Furthermore, the local model which extracts event triggers and arguments in two stages will unavoidably suffers from error propagation. So, we propose a global inference model based on MLN [4] to jointly learn event trigger identification and argument identification by encoding the global information across multi-event, multi-argument and event-argument.
A. MARKOV LOGIC NETWORK
Markov Logic Network (MLN) [3] , [4] is a Statistical Relational Learning language based on First Order Logic and Markov Networks, tending to unify logic and probability. It can be seen as a formalism that extends First Order Logic to formulae that can be violated with some penalty. A MLN is actually a set of weighted first-order logic formulae {(l i , w i )}, where w i is the weight associated with formula l i . These weighted first-order logic formulae define a probability distribution over sets of grounded predicates:
where y is a grounding world (assignment on every predicate), N (l i , y) is the number of groundings of l i that evaluates to True in y, and Z is a normalization constant. The key inference task over MLN is to compute the most probable explanation given evidence, which can be formulated as:
B. GLOBAL CONSTRAINTS
Our global inference approach is based on three types of global constraints: multi-event joint learning constraints, multi-argument joint learning constraints and event-argument joint learning constraints. All constraints are represented in the form of first-order logic formulas for MLN-based global inference. Predicate eventType(t, f ) is defined to indicate that trigger candidate t evokes an event of type f . Predicate ArgumentRole(s, t, f , r) is also defined to indicate that entity mention s acts as the argument role r of event trigger t with event type f . They are the only two target predicates in our model, whose assignments are not given during inference and thus need to be predicted. All other predicates are observed predicates whose truth values are always known during inference. Table 4 lists all the predicates used for designing the following three types of global constraints.
1) MULTI-EVENT JOINT LEARNING CONSTRAINTS
Events in the same sentence or document tend to be related with each other according to the One Sense Per Discourse theory [8] , [34] . The hierarchical structure of event schemas, the event-to-event relations and the structure of event scenarios all describe different kinds of relations between events, which are helpful for event trigger extraction. For example, the following sentence contains two event mentions ''left'' and ''go'':
Example 1: He left the company, and he planned to go home directly.
The ambiguous word ''left'' can trigger events with several different event types, such as ''Quitting'' (an employee voluntarily left the service of an employer) and ''Departing'' (a person left a place). It is difficult to tell which event ''left'' triggers if only consider the first clause ''He left the company''. Since the triggers ''left'' and ''go'' are in the same sentence, which should convey related and consistent information. Based on the inter-dependency, it is easy to determine that ''left'' evokes a ''Departing'' event and ''go'' evokes a ''Motion'' event, since ''Departing'' and ''Motion'' are more relevant in semantics (they are related by ''Using'' relation in the event schemas hierarchy).
To model the dependencies between events with different relations, we define the following observed predicates:
• Inheritance(f 1 , f 2 ) is true when event types f 1 and f 2 are connected by Inheritance relation;
• Subframe(f 1 , f 2 ) is true when event types f 1 and f 2 are connected by SubFrame relation;
• Using(f 1 , f 2 ) is true when event types f 1 and f 2 are connected by Using relation;
• SameParent(f 1 , f 2 ) is true when event types f 1 and f 2 have the same parent in the event schema hierarchy;
• SameScenario(f 1 , f 2 ) is true when event types f 1 and f 2 belong to the same event scenario.
Besides the above relations, some events usually co-occur with each other, which also presents semantic relations between them. For example, an ''Attack'' event is very likely to co-occur with ''Death'' events and ''Cause_harm'' events.
We design six different first-order logic formulas (i.e. F 1 . . . F 6 ) to capture these kinds of global dependencies between events, as shown in Table 5 . Our training instances for multi-event global inference consists of all pairs of trigger candidates that co-occur in the same sentence or in different sentences that are connected by a coreferent subject/object.
2) MULTI-ARGUMENT JOINT LEARNING CONSTRAINTS
The role mappings in our event schemas describe the relations between arguments of related events, as shown in Fig. 4 . The arguments with role mappings normally have consistent entity types and share a set of features in common. In other words, entity mentions that have consistent entity types normally participate in related events as similar roles. For example, considering the following sentences: 
Example 4: The People 's Liberation Army stormed central Peking with the loss of hundreds of lives.
The target word ''ambushed'' triggers ''Attack'' event, ''besieging'' triggers ''Besieging'' event and ''stormed'' triggers ''Attack'' event. Their arguments (underlined phrases) with the same role ''Assailant'' have the same fine-grained entity type (all about ''Army''). With the inter-dependencies between arguments of related events, the prediction of argument roles can be jointly learned cross document-level. We model it by the rule F 7 shown in Table 5 , where Mapping(r 1 , f 1 , r 2 , f 2 ) is an observed predicate defined to indicate whether the argument role r 1 of event f 1 and argument role r 2 of event f 2 are mapped with each other. And EntityType(s, c) is defined to indicate that the entity mention s has fine-grained entity type c.
Besides the above joint inference rules, we further introduce two consistency constraints to improve the performance of event argument extraction. Observed predicate Overlap(s 1 , s 2 ) is defined to indicate whether entity mentions s 1 and s 2 overlap (i.e. share common words in a sentence) with each other. The first constraint (C 1 ) restricts that two entity mentions overlapping with each other cannot be arguments of the same event, which is consistent with 97.3% of the role instances in the FrameNet 1.7 full text annotations. The second constraint (C 2 ) restricts that each argument role of an event can have at most one overt argument, which is consistent with 96.7% of the role instances in the FrameNet 1.7 full text annotations. Both the two constraints are set as hard constraints by setting their weights as infinite, as shown in Table 5 .
3) JOINT EVENT-ARGUMENT LEARNING CONSTRAINTS
The fine-grained entity types are helpful for determining both the event type of a trigger candidate and the argument roles of entity mentions. The above two example sentences show two different types of events triggered by ''fire.v''. Since ''fire.v'' can trigger ''Firing'' event (be dismissed from a job) and ''Shoot_projectiles'' event (shooting with a weapon), so we can only determine its type by its context information. In Example (5), the argument ''air defense chief'' means a job-title, which indicates that ''fired'' is more likely to trigger a ''Firing'' event. In Example (6), the argument ''an American tank'' describes a weapon, so the corresponding trigger word is more likely to trigger a ''Shoot_projectiles'' event.
To capture the inter-dependencies between event type, argument role and entity type, we import a first-order logic formula F 8 as shown in Table 5 .
C. INFERENCE
The local event extraction model leverages sophisticated local features to generate initial judgments about event trigger identification and argument identification. Based on the initial judgments, the MLN-based global inference model further conducts global inference to make the final judgments on events' types and arguments' roles. Our global inference model encodes the output of the local model as prior knowledge in the form of soft formulas, which can be represented as: eventType(t, f ) with weight P θ (f |t, X ), and ArgumentRole(s, t, f , r) with weight P ϑ (A(s) = r|s, f , t, X) (X indicates the sentence containing the corresponding event mention).
Then our MLN defines the following probability distribution over sets of grounded predicates:
where (y) represents the prior knowledge on the set of target predicates and is given by:
is an indicator function that equals to 1 if x is true in y and 0 otherwise.
To learn the weights of all first-order logic formulas in our MLN structure, we formulate the global inference process as a structured prediction problem and estimate the weights with structured hinge loss:
where (9)), y denotes the grounding world of all predicates based on gold event annotations for input document x, y denotes the corresponding predictions for x, and L(y, y ) denotes the number of false event type and argument role predictions by y . We solve the above problem by transforming it into an integer linear programing. Each predicate is transformed into a binary variable. Each first-order logic formula is transformed into a set of linear constraints. For further details of about transforming a MLN into ILP, see [36] , [37] . The weights of our model are learned by training on a corpus of documents paired with annotated events.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION A. DATASET AND EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
Both the annotated exemplars and full text annotations in FrameNet 1.7 corpus are transformed into annotated datasets for event extraction by filtering non-event frames. The exemplar sentences only contain annotations for a single event, while the full text sentences contain annotations for all events. The full text annotations are split into training set and test set. The Exemplar_training_set dataset is constructed by filtering sentences which are also contained by the full text annotations.
The local event extraction model is trained on the combination of the full text training set and the Exemplar_training_set. Note that only the annotated trigger target in each exemplar sentence is used to train the local event extraction model. However, all trigger candidates extracted from each sentence in the full text training set are used for training the local event extraction model. The MLN-based global inference model is trained on the full text training set in order to capture more global features for global inference. The model performance is evaluated on the test set. The details of the datasets are shown in Table 6 .
We also conduct experiments on the ACE 2005 corpus. To compare with state-of-the-art event extraction systems on the ACE 2005 corpus, we follow the same evaluation settings in previous work [8] , [10] , [11] and use 40 newswire documents of ACE as our test set.
B. EVENT SCHEMA DEFINITION
We compare the event schema definition in our work to both predefined ACE and ERE event schemas. ERE was designed as a lighter-weight version of ACE and a simple approach to entity, relation and event annotation. As shown in Table 7 , our event schema definition contains 655 event types with 2050 argument roles (604 distinct roles) in total, which is a few orders of magnitude larger than the definitions in ACE and ERE. More definition of event types will make our event extraction system extract more rich event information from text, which are promising to be used in many following NLP tasks, such as summarization, question answering, etc.
We further compare the coverage of event extraction results of our system with several ACE-based state-of-the-art systems on both our test set and the ACE 2005 test set:
• Structure-Joint 7 : A structured perception joint model based on symbolic global semantic features [12] .
• JRNN 8 : A joint event extraction model via recurrent neural network [35] . As our system and the ACE-based models use different event schema definition, we cannot compare the accuracy of event type classification and argument role classification directly. In our experiment, we mainly evaluate the performance of event trigger identification and event argument identification. An event trigger is correctly identified if its offsets match those of a gold-standard trigger; an event argument is correctly identified if its offsets and event trigger match those of any of the reference argument mentions in the document.
The results in Table 8 show that our system can extract most of the human annotated events and arguments in the 7 https://github.com/Aureliu/BIU-RPI-Event-Extraction-Project 8 https://github.com/bishanyang/EventEntityExtractor test set, however, the ACE-based models can only detect very few of them. The results of our system not only obtains much better recall, but also significantly higher precision. The results verify that our event extraction system is able to extract much more rich event information from text.
We also directly test the coverage of event extraction results of our trained model on the ACE 2005 test set. As ACE annotations have only annotated parts of events in text, so only the recalls are compared between each system. The recalls of Structure-Joint and JRNN are computed by the public released models. We also compare our system with one popular neural network-based supervised model and one state-of-the-art unsupervised model:
• DMCNN: A dynamic multi-pooling convolutional neural network for event trigger and argument extraction [14] .
• Liberal: A liberal event extraction framework to extract events and discover event schemas from input corpus automatically [24] . The recalls of DMCNN and Liberal are both taken from [15] . The results in Table 9 show that our model can extract most of the human annotated events and arguments in ACE annotations, which demonstrate that our event schema definition covers the ACE annotations. The recall of our system is even significantly higher than the ACE-based models on the ACE 2005 test set. We analyze the main reason is that our annotated dataset is much larger than ACE annotations, and more effective structure features, such as the hierarchical structure of event schemas and event-to-event relations have been used in our model.
Moreover, our event schema definition is much more fine-grained than ACE and ERE definition. Table 10 shows some examples, including the definition of ''TransferMoney'', ''Transfer-ownership'', ''Start-Position'' and ''End-Position'' in ACE, ERE and our system. Obviously, our event definition with hierarchical structure is more finegrained and semantic richer. Actually, all event types defined in ACE and ERE can be mapped as event types in our event schemas. Furthermore, for each coarse event type, several more fine-grained subtypes are also defined to capture more rich semantic information in our event schemas. 
C. ANALYSIS OF MLN-BASED GLOBAL INFERENCE
To evaluate the performance of event trigger classification and argument role classification, we adopt the evaluation metrics for events as defined in [12] . An event trigger is correctly classified if its offsets match those of a gold-standard trigger and its event type also matches the type of the goldstandard trigger. An event argument is correctly classified if its offsets and event type match those of any of the reference argument mentions in the document and its argument role is also correct.
The comparison results of the event extraction performance of the MLN-based joint model and the local pipeline model on the test are shown in Table 11 . The results show that our MLN-based joint model achieves significantly better performance than the local pipeline model, which demonstrates the effectiveness of our proposed joint event extraction model. Based on the prior output of the local pipeline model, the MLN-based global inference is able to improve the event extraction performance through combining the hierarchical To analyze the effectiveness of the first-order logic rules in our MLN, we do several ablation experiments to evaluate and compare the performance of event extraction by removing them during MLN global inference. Results in Table 12 show that the performance of event extraction decreases consistently while removing each first-order logic rule in our MLN. The results demonstrate that each first-order logic rule in our MLN is able to capture useful global features to improve the performance of event extraction. Table 13 shows several examples that the MLN-based joint model corrects the errors made by the local pipeline model. For example, in example (1), the local pipeline model incorrectly classifies ''renewing'' as an instance of ''Rejuvenation'' and entity mention ''a defense treaty with the U.S'' as an ''Entity'' argument. However, the joint model can incorporate the entity type information of ''a defense treaty with the U.S'' by joint event-argument inference, and obtain the correct event type and argument role predictions. In example (2), the event trigger ''hired.v'' has been incorrectly identified as an instance of event ''Renting'' by the local pipeline model, however, the joint model predicts the correct event type by incorporating global features from context, such as cooccurring event ''work'', based on multi-event inference. The example (3) also shows the effectiveness of multi-argument learning of our joint model, which correctly identifies entity mentions ''U.S. military aid'' and ''U.S. troops'' as the same argument role of event ''Respond_to_proposal''. The results demonstrate that our global inference model is able to improve the performance of event extraction by considering more global context information.
VII. APPLICATION ON TEXT SUMMARIZATION
Text summarization is to generate a condensed version of the original documents. The major issues for text summarization are identifying important information and eliminating redundant information. Most of previous methods are extractive, which select several salient sentences to form a summary. Graph-ranking based methods are the most popular unsupervised extractive methods, which build a graph where vertexes are sentences and edges are the similarity between sentences [38] - [40] . However, events are the most basic information units in news text, so we propose to summarize documents based on event extraction results.
A. EVENT RELATEDNESS GRAPH
Based on our hierarchical event schema and event extraction model, we propose an event-ranking based unsupervised extractive MDS methods named EventRank. EventRank builds an event relation graph where all events extracted from news text are vertexes (denoted as E = {e i }) and the relatedness between events are edges (denoted as R = {r i,j }, where r i,j indicates the similarity between event e i and e j ).
The similarity r i,j ∈ [0, 1] between event e i and e j is computed by:
where t i denotes the event trigger of event e i , a k i denotes the k-th arguments of event e i , and K denotes the total number of arguments in event e i . sim(t i , t j ) denotes the similarity between the event triggers t i and t j , which is set as 1 if e i and e j have the same event type, otherwise the cosine similarity between pre-trained word embeddings [29] of trigger words. sim(a k i , a l j ) denotes the similarity between arguments a k i and a l j , which is set as 1 if corresponding entity mentions are coreferent, otherwise the cosine similarity between the average pre-trained word embeddings of argument words. λ 1 and λ 2 are hyper-parameters to tune the relative weights between event trigger and event arguments.
B. EVENT RANKING
Then graph ranking-based methods [30] are used to obtain the saliency scores of events score(e i ) by:
where d represents the damping factor (set as 0.85 as in [38] 
C. SUMMARIZATION
Finally, a MMR (Maximum Marginal Relevance)-based greedy method is used to extract sentences with salient events to form a summary. Denoting the candidate sentences set as S = {s t }, for each step we greedily select a sentence until reaching the length limit:
where P denotes the partial selected sentence set in current step, γ is a coefficient parameter to balance between saliency and diversity, sim(s t , s h ) denotes the similarity between sentence s t and s h . We simply set the similarity between sentences as the maximum similarities between events in them. Instead of selecting the entire sentence, another method EventRank-part is designed to extract only parts of sentences which cover the target event mentions. The event selection process is the same as the sentence selection process. For each step, an event with the largest score is selected as in Equation 13 , and the part of sentence which covers the event mention is selected into the summary. The selection process stops until the summary reaching the length limit.
D. RESULTS
We evaluate the above simple unsupervised method on the DUC 2004 dataset by the ROUGE1.5.5 toolkit [41] .
After tuning on the DUC 2003 dataset, the hyper-parameters λ 1 and λ 2 are both set as 0.5, and γ is set as 0.7 for EventRank and 0.65 for EventRank-part. We compare our model with most of previous unsupervised methods, including graph-ranking based methods [38] - [40] , submodular-based methods [42] , [43] , as well as several widely used unsupervised baselines (Lead, Coverage and Centroid) [44] . We also set other four baselines (i.e. EventRank(Str.-Joint), EventRank-part(Str.-Joint), EventRank(JRNN) and EventRank-part(JRNN)) which use the same method as EventRank or EventRank-part but use the event extraction results by ACE-based models StructureJoint [12] and JRNN [35] , respectively. The experimental results in Table 14 show that the simple method EventRank(MLN-Joint) and EventRank-part(MLN-Joint) achieve significantly (p<0.01) better performance than previous state-of-the-art unsupervised extractive MDS methods. In particular, EventRank-part(MLN-Joint) achieves the best performance, which demonstrate that events are better information units than sentences for document summarization. However, the same method with ACE-based event extraction results achieves very poor performance, and the systems which extract only parts of sentences covering the selected events are even worse than their counterparts which select entire sentences. The reason is that the ACE-based models can only extract very limited events from text and drop many salient events which should be included in the summaries. The results demonstrate that our event extraction model is able to extract much more rich event information from news text, which is helpful for document summarization. Our event extraction results can also be used for abstractive document summarization [32] .
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we proposed to construct a hierarchy of event schemas that is fine-grained and has much wider coverage based on the FrameNet corpus with considerations for practical applications. Based on the defined hierarchical event schemas, an MLN-based joint inference model was proposed to leverage the structure of event schema hierarchy, frame-toframe relations and several global features to extract events from text effectively. Extensive experiments have verified the VOLUME 7, 2019 effectiveness of both the hierarchical event schemas and the joint event extraction model. The successful application on news summarization demonstrates that our event schemas and event extraction model can extract very rich event information from text, which can be used in many practical applications. 
